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Damion C

on
03/29/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I'm just a fan of magnum research from baby eagle to desert eagle 











Logan B

on
11/16/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Absolutely awesome service and pricing. I constantly price check and deal shop and I rarely ever find anything outside of buds gunshop. 











Zachary R

on
05/14/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun fun to shoot I have shot all kinds of ammo never a problem highly recommend 











Shawn M

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This gun has spoiled me. Every other 45 I've shot since owning this has paled in comparison. Don't debate about it, buy it. You'll thank me later. 











Charles S

on
01/23/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a very solid handgun. The grip frame is slightly larger than the 9mm/40 version but the slide appears to be the same or nearly the same size. As such, it fits in all the Jericho 941 holsters I have tried it in so far. I believe it uses CZ97 magazines in addition to the factory IWI marked magazines but I haven't tested any CZ marked mags yet. It is large and heavy, as expected for an all steel .45 ACP. Overall an excellent pistol, especially for the sale price I got it for, less than $450 shipped. Highly recommended. 











Greg S

on
05/25/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great weapon.. everyone should own at least one...I have 4 now.. in each caliber...and 2 in 45acp...great service from buds.. 











Jon J

on
05/26/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Extremely pleased with firearm and smooth transaction with buds! Love this pistol , accurate, comfortable and well made! If you want one now get the IWI Jericho, same firearm and quality just a frame mounted saftey. The new baby eagle 3 is no longer made by IWI out of Israel but another company that made a slightly different clone, Thanks buds! Plan to get a Jericho 9mm from you guys soon to go with my 2 baby eagle 45's . 











Melanie J

on
05/21/2015




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Love the gun, weight is excellent and looks great. Had to have the barrel replaced, unpolished feed ramp and HORRIBLE accuracy. New barrel is great and accuracy is good. Customer service was great from Buds and Magnum Research 











Charles S

on
02/07/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Thanks Buds! Amazing service as always. BE 45 is as expected. No issues. Empty two clips without any hiccups. Highly recommend. 











Anthony S

on
09/14/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun straight out of the box. Accurate, reliable, and it's a .45, enough said. Bud's was a pleasure to deal with as well. Fast shipping, and they had the lowest price around on this gun. Will definitely be coming back for future purchases. 











John R

on
09/02/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Fast shipping, quality packaging. Quality pistol. Ran 100 rounds of 230 ball, not a single failure. Extraction is great. They go about 10 feet out, consistently. Shooting at steel plates about 25 feet; hit target with a good average for wearing bi-focals. Would recommend this pistol for personal defense. 











Ramon D. F

on
07/03/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent pistol!..got mine 6 months ago, have fired over 500 rds, problems at all!..good pistol with firepower,accurate with good sights.Recommend it wo hesitation! 











Kiersten B

on
03/10/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a fantastic gun. For a little less than the price of a Glock, you get an all-steel piece of firepower that is truly an underrated beauty. I have always wanted one of these since I first laid my hands on one, so I am glad I decided on this. If you think or have heard that a holster is hard to find, just find one designed for the Sig 229. That's what I did and its great. The gun shoots like a dream and of course has the power of the 45 ACP cartridge. Very interesting design, based on the CZ-75, but altered and imported by Magnum Research by Israel Weapons Industries(IWI). The difference between this and your average shooter is that the slide fits inside the frame, instead of the other way around. This makes the rail full length and the fit very flat and sleek. Used to go under the name of the Jericho 941, now sold as the Baby Desert Eagle II. The difference is the addition of the rail. Also, the original was designed for the 9mm Parabellum and the 41 AE - hence the name 941. This gun does not have anything to do with the actual Desert Eagle except for the manufacturer and importing company (IWI and MRI). I believe the name makes this gun just stand out more and make people take a look. Performance is excellent; I bought this in an effort to find the most robust pistol possible. Heavier than average, helping tame recoil, yet I still find it comfortable to carry. For a decent price, you get an all steel weapon that is used by military in Israel. Drop it in the dirt, shoot thousands of rounds through it, whatever weather, it will shine. Buds was sold out of these after I got mine, but if you see one - get it. No regrets here, just a happy camper. Also, buds was very fast with delivery, both with the firearm and with my ammo. Thank you buds.com and thanks IWI and Magnum Research! 











Kevin L

on
03/07/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Baby Eagle Looks Great, Feels Great, Fits hand like a glove. Looking forward to putting some rounds down the pipe. First time doing business with Buds, will do business again 











Jeffrey H

on
12/08/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Put 100 rounds of 230Gr. Winchester FMJ target down range first time out. No failures of any kind. Smooth action, feels really good to shoot, it field strips easy and cleaning a breeze. I absolutely love this weapon. Thank you Bud's for great service. 











Delius R

on
10/28/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Product Inspection: Upon receiving the pistol I was quite pleased with the packaging and the pistol itself. There were absolutely no cosmetic problems. ***** Field Strip and Clean: I had not ever owned a pistol like this before so after reading how to strip it it was a breeze to do. Actually I think this may be one of the simplest pistols to strip. ***** Range: Bought a 50 round box of Monarch 230gr FMJ brass casing. I had 2 FTF on the second to last round in both the first two magazines. After that I had no other issues . ***** Overall: For my first SA/DA with a decocker I am extremely satisfied with this pistol. I will look into others made by this manufacturer. 











Robert K

on
10/10/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun. this thing functioned awesome,sold my last one years ago and could not be happier with this one..no ftf or fte with many different types of ammo...love the trigger pull..just all around a great solid handgun..and can't beat the price of buds... 











Adi B

on
09/18/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I LOVE THIS GUN. It's become my favorite, went to the range, shot 200 rounds without any problems. It shoots well, feels awesome, great ergonomics, its like butter. The gun fits like a glove in my hand. I've become a fan of the steel frame,,, and the trigger is the smoothest trigger ever. I've researched the gun extensively before the purchase,,,, one drawback from what I've found,,,,, it's hard to find magazines and grips for it...... But I LOVE this gun,, highly recommend it,, its a great gun for a great price..... GOD BLESS THE USA...... also,,,, VOTE this FRAUD and IMPOSTER out of the white house in November,,,, send him back to Kenya where he belongs. 











Benjamin P

on
08/27/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I ordered this gun from Bud's on a Sunday night and had it in my hands on Wednesday afternoon. That is by far the fastest delivery I've had online with any gun. So as far as my experience with BudsGunshop, it's good and I'll buy from them again. Now onto the gun: It's an amazing gun, definitely better than any handgun in 45ACP under $800. You simply will not find a gun of this quality and condition at this price, anywhere else. My guess is that this is Magnum Research's promo price since they've just started to import these recently. I put 300 rounds of various ammo through this gun on the first day of shooting it and had no FTF/FTEs at all. It was as accurate as you can expect any gun to be. I noticed that it's a very balanced gun and there is very little recoil because it's steel. Another thing I liked is that the grips are big. I have large hands and have a hard time holding most guns comfortably. But this gun fits like a glove, it feels like an extension of your hand. As for the weight of the gun, it will push close to about 3 pounds fully loaded and that's just how steel guns are. But this is my main carrying gun. Some people are uncomfortable with heavy guns and if that's the case, don't carry it. Personally, I like the steel, I can shoot this gun good and that's what matters. If you're a larger person, you should be able to conceal carry this gun with relative ease if that's the kind of gun you're looking for. 











Eli J

on
07/20/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun, great service from Buds. I have put about 300 rnds of fed through the eagle with no problems and the trigger is a dream! 











Stephan W

on
07/11/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This "baby" eagle II 45acp is a great pistol. It's size (length, height, width), steel frame, weight, grip, ergonomics, feel, recoil, etc. is great for a 45acp. Immediately after receiving the pistol, I wiped off the excessive oil, loaded the 2 magazines with 230 grain ball ammo, and fired 100 rounds without a glitch. It's a great pistol! It's also the 3rd "baby" eagle I've purchased. I also have the 9mm and the 40s&w. Kudos to the steel baby eagles! 











Danny J

on
06/19/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Picked up this Baby yesterday and had to run some ammo through it. OMG what a sweet piece. No FTF or FTE. The gun is well balanced and just the right weight to reduce recoil. To others who reviewed this gun and complained they could not carry it, this gun is made by professionals for professionals who carry one all the time, quit complaining and go get yourself a poly gun. 











Corneliu T

on
06/14/2012




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










Great gun and I recommend it without any reservation. If your life depends on it this gun will perform. 











John G

on
06/07/2012




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










The 45acp is a very well built handgun. All steel frame with the slide inside the frame gives strong performance. Mine came with a funky blemish on the right side slide up by the barrel. It eventually cleaned off. Probably some greasy hand in Israel before shipping or a sweaty customs agent pawed it in its transfer into the US. I believe from my searches this is the Jericho 941, then imported and engraved by Magnum Research. Every time I clean it the finish dulls down, some always comes off on the oil rag. I think it was refinished by Magnum Research after import and re-engraving, I could be wrong, maybe IWI cuts the M.R. info on the frame before exporting. This truly is a Zombie’s worst nightmare in 45acp. Finding a holster was tough until I found Zahal.org where I picked up an IWB and a hip holster too. Both are fine. Fine pistol. Never a single feed or fire issue, all kinds of ammo. One of the best single action triggers I own and the double is great too. Heavy enough but not a monster, double taps are sweet with the size and weight. Enjoy it more than my Glock 30, but it gives me Gangster Pants when I carry it because it is all steel. 











Matthew D

on
06/01/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love this it.......... Cheap weapon for the $... And packs a big punch 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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